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About This Content

This optional upgrade is only for people who bought 3DMark before January 8, 2019.

To run these tests, you must have the Windows 10 October 2018 Update and a graphics card with drivers that support
Microsoft DirectX Raytracing. Please read the System Requirements section below before buying this upgrade.

Port Royal benchmark

3DMark Port Royal is the world’s first real-time ray tracing benchmark for gamers. It shows you how well your PC handles ray
tracing effects in real-time, a taste of what to expect from games in 2019. Use Port Royal to benchmark graphics cards that
support Microsoft DirectX Raytracing. Compare Port Royal benchmark scores to see how overclocking affects ray tracing
performance. Find your PC's performance limits with custom benchmark settings and detailed hardware monitoring charts.

3DMark Port Royal was developed with input from AMD, Intel, NVIDIA, and other leading technology companies. We worked
especially closely with Microsoft to create a first-class implementation of the DirectX Raytracing API.

Port Royal Stress Test

Check the reliability and stability of your system after buying or building a new PC, upgrading your graphics card or
overclocking your GPU. Stress testing can also identify faulty hardware and a need for better cooling.
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NVIDIA DLSS feature test

Deep Learning Super Sampling (DLSS) is an NVIDIA RTX technology that uses the power of deep learning and AI to improve
game performance while maintaining visual quality. This feature test helps you compare performance and image quality with

and without DLSS.
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Dumb and boring. Uninventive puzzling.. cant even get into the game. Star Ruler is a little tough to get into, but it's a nice
addition to the 4X strategy game genre.. memek kaget bgst. One of the better rc heli sims out there.. Breathing Fear is horror
game about the person whose fate has led to an empty house in the woods. This place is incredible way makes it even afraid of
his own shadow, crazy. Can he keep his mind and reveal all the secrets of the cursed house?
Game is very simple , and had pixel graphic.On way you seen more screamers and horrible pixel monsters.
Game winner of Games Jam: Gamm.
My point , this game not competetive with new horrors and only true fans pixel horrors play on this game.
And for all i think this game good time killer for you.
Music is good and atmosphere is not bad.
But i dont like pixel horrors.
I reccomend this game only for true fans.
My estimation for Breathing Fear 5.5/10
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Captures the NES vibe far more than most games! Gave me a total retroboner. That's a boner for retro things. It's the best kind
of boner.. This is a super simple, easy to play game that still can challenge you a bit. Catchy music, cool concept, and a world
builder to boot. Fun, cheap, and best of all, it doesnt require much in the way of study or deep thought, lol. A nice break from
more complex games.. This game is pretty cool once you get the hang of it and know what you can do and what you can't..not
hard to figure out. 9\/10. i like this game its \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing epic. Had great potential and now it's abandoned..
its not the best but its good for if you are bored or doent have anything to do.. After playing Chains of Satinav I fell in love with
The Dark Eye universe.
Could not stop playing at all and only slept when exhaustion forced me to.
I really can't express my feelings for this story because it is so amazing.
The ending made me cry like a little girl. (in a good way c:)

If you liked Chains of Satinav, you simply SHOULD play Memoria, for it would be a great sin in the sight of the Twelve not to
play it.
. Some of the best DOOM levels I've ever played. Buy it.. Yes, a downvote so it must be a troll.

Ignore all the other upvotes, this is not a good game.

In my first 30 minutes playing, I immedietly knew that this game wasn't what I expected when I noticed the transportation mode
is exactly the same as SteamVR and the way of picking objects up is exactly the same as SteamVR. The only thing I liked about
this is the original idea and how the narrator says, "wood." (It's so funny how he says it! xD) And I only recommend this game if
it on sale for like, 2 dollars. The Lab is better than this game, but it does have potential.

4\/10, unfortunately.. It was a reasonable game (borrowing heavily from Thomas Was Alone) but it's too short to justify the
price. To make things worse, there's nothing unique in this version that isn't available for free online, so the developer is clearly
just trying to make a quick buck.
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